monitor mounts

ACCessories
OFFICE FURNITURE ADAPTERS
Common Installations

panel-to-panel

corner panel

OFB-xxx

OFB-xxx

OFB-xxx Custom Interface Brackets for Office
Furniture Systems

■■

Allows any K-series swing arm wall mount to be installed on
office furntiture

■■

 ustom Panel-to-Panel, Corner and Wall Track interface brackets
C
available (depending on brand and model of office system)

OFBLU Universal Slat Wall Interface Bracket
■■

Allows any K-series swing arm wall mount to be installed on all slat
wall or tool tile systems

■■

Ships fully assembled

■■

Weight capacity: 25 lbs (11.3 kg)

■■

OFBU Universal Interface Bracket available for displays weighing up
to 50 lbs (22.7 kg)

PAC391B Universal Medium &
Large Slat Wall Accessory

■■

Allows RMF1, RMT1, RLF1, and RLT1
universal fixed and tilt wall mounts
to be installed on all slat wall or tool
tile systems

■■

Ships fully assembled

■■

Must order mount separately

KSA1008 Extended Desk
Clamp Bracket
■■

Allows desk mount to adapt to thick
surfaces

■■

 lamp Bracket range: 2.5 - 5”
C
(64 - 127 mm)

KSA1012 Extended Reach Desk
Clamp Bracket
■■

Allows desk mounts to reach further
under the desk surface

■■

Perfect for bullnose edges of desks

KSA1017 Pole Clamp Adapter
■■

Easily switches any K-series wall or desk
mount to a pole mount

■■

 lamps to poles with outer diameter of
C
1.9 - 2” (48 - 51 mm)

KSA1018 Steel Stud Wall Adapter
■■

Easily switches any K-series wall, desk
or pole mount to a wall mount for
metal studs

ADAPTERS
KSA1001 Wall Mount Adapter
■■

Easily switches any K-series desk or
pole mount to a wall mount

■■

Hides all wall hardware

KSA1022 Wall Track Extrusion
■■

Easily install any swing arm combination vertically on any stud or
drywall, or horizontally spanning multiple studs

■■

All components can be installed anywhere along extrusion

KRA202 Kontour™ Series Grommet Accessory

KSA1002 Desk Mount Adapter
■■

Easily switches any K-series wall or
pole mount to a desk mount

■■

Easy Installation - top down clamp
adjustment with grommet
mounting option

Click

www.chiefmfg.com

■■

 olt-down grommet plate and hardware allows any K1D series
B
product to be bolted to any countertop

■■

Use with other KRA accessories for a customized solution

KRA204 Kontour Series Column Clamp Grommet Accessory
■■

 olt-down grommet plate and hardware allows any Kontour series
B
column clamp mount to be bolted to any countertop

■■

Use with other KRA accessories for a customized solution

■■

Compatible with K1C100, K1C200, K2C100 and K2C200 products

CALL

800.582.6480

FAX

877.894.6918
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ACCessories
ADDITIONAL ARMS

SECURIT Y

KSA1003 Extension Arm
■■

Add an additional arm for
more reach

KSA1005 Pivot/Swing Security
Hardware Kit

■■

A maximum of three arms can be
used (weight capacity of
configurations using three arms is
reduced to 25 lbs / 11.3 kg)

■■

Tamper-proof screws for all exposed
hardware

■■

Compatible with all non-height
adjustable swing arm mounts
(maximum of two arms)

KSA1004 Height-Adjustable
Extension Arm
■■

Add 13” (330 mm) of height
adjustment and additional extension
to any non-height adjustable arms

■■

A maximum of three arms can be used
(maximum one height-adjustable arm)
Weight Capacity: 25 lbs (11.3 kg)

KSA1009 Height-Adjustable
Security Hardware Kit
■■

Tamper proof screws for all exposed
hardware

■■

Compatible with all heightadjustable swing arm mounts
(maximum of two arms)

HEAD ASSEMBLIES

PERIPHERAL ACCESSORIES

KSA1007 Centris® Quick-Connect
Interface

■■

■■

KRA300 Kontour™ Laptop Tray

Easily attach and remove interface from
Centris mounts without removing
monitor – no tools necessary!

Accessory

Must order FSB4XXX custom
interface bracket separately 		
(FSB4100 for VESA 75/100
monitors is included)

■■

Holds laptops up to 16”
(406 mm) deep

■■

Compatible with any K1 Series
mount

■■

Weight Capacity: 15 lbs (6.8 kg)

KSA1021 Keyboard Tray

KSA1014 Centris®

Accessory

Head Accessory

■■

 ravity-centered tilt self-adjusts to
G
secure monitor weight

■■

 ompatible with height-adjustable
C
arms only

■■

Compatible with screens having 75
and 100 mm mounting patterns

■■

Maximum keyboard depth: 8”
(203 mm)

FSBIB iPad® Accessory
KSA1019 TurnTite Head
™

■■

Securely holds first generation iPads®

■■

Compatible with Chief F- and
K-Series products, excluding
dynamic height adjustable arms

Accessory
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■■

 ravity-centered tilt with external
G
friction adjustment

■■

Compatible with screens having 75
and 100 mm mounting patterns

Click

www.chiefmfg.com

CALL

800.582.6480

FAX

877.894.6918
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ACCessories
MULTIPLE MONITOR ACCESSORIES

KTA1001 Array Connector
■■

Provides a connection between two
array components for multiple
monitor installations

■■

Use with KTP, KTG or other KTA
products for a customized solution

Common Installations

2x3 array stand

custom multi-monitor
configurations

KMA220 Dual Monitor Swing Arm
Accessory
■■

 iew two screens (up to 22.7” /
V
577 mm wide) side-by-side on any
swing arm product

■■

 educes weight capacity of mount by
R
7 lbs (3.2 kg)

KTA1002 Free-Standing Base
■■

Free-standing base for
multi-monitor products

■■

Use with other KTA accessories for
a customized solution

KTA1003 Array Dual Pole Clamp
■■

 lamp allows you to attach
C
additional pole to an existing KTP,
KTG or KTA accessory

■■

Use with other KTA accessories for
a customized solution

KMA320 Triple Monitor Swing Arm
Accessory
■■

 iew three screens (up to 18” /
V
457 mm wide) side-by-side on any
swing arm product

■■

Reduces weight capacity of mount by
10 lbs (4.5 kg)

KTA1004 Desk Clamp Accessory
KSA1011 Y-connector for
Multi-Monitor Swing Arms
■■

Add to any swing arm mount for a
dual monitor extension arm system

■■

Must order additional extension arms
separately

■■

 esk clamp for multi-monitor
D
systems or pole mount swing arms

■■

Desk thickness 0-3.25” (0-83 mm)

■■

Use with other KTA accessories for
a customized solution

KTA1005 Turn-Tite™ Array Centris® Head Accessory
KTA1000 Grommet Connection

■■

Add an additional screen to an existing KTP, KTG or KTA product

■■

Use with other KTA accessories for a customized solution

Adapter
■■

 olt-down grommet plate for
B
multi-monitor systems or pole mount
swing arms under the desk surface

■■

Use with other KTA accessories for a
customized solution

Click

www.chiefmfg.com

KTA10XX Extension Columns
■■

Provides different height options
for customized, multiple monitor
solutions

■■

KTA1014 (14” / 356 mm)
KTA1028 (28” / 711 mm)
KTA1036 (36” / 914 mm)
KTA1042 (42” / 106.7 cm)

CALL

800.582.6480

FAX

877.894.6918
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ACCessories
MULTIPLE MONITOR ACCESSORIES cont.
KTA220 Dual Monitor Pole
Accessory

■■

 iew two screens (up to 22.7” /
V
577 mm wide) side-by-side on a
pole or other KTA product

■■

Use with KTP, KTG or other KTA
products for a customized solution

KTA225 Widescreen Dual
Monitor Pole Accessory

■■

 iew two screens (up to 30” /
V
762 mm wide) side-by-side on a
pole or other KTA product

■■

Use with KTP, KTG or other KTA
products for a customized solution

KTA320 Triple Monitor Pole
Accessory

■■

 iew three screens (up to 18” /
V
457 mm wide) side-by-side on a
pole or other KTA product

KTA325 Widescreen Triple Monitor Pole Accessory
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■■

46” (116.8 cm) wide

■■

 iew three widescreen monitors (up
V
to 25” / 635 mm wide) side-by-side
on a pole or other KTA product

Click

www.chiefmfg.com

CALL

800.582.6480

FAX

877.894.6918

